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Since the last issue...

by Kamya Ramaswamy

NewsletNewsletNewsletNewsletNewsletterterterterterNewsletNewsletNewsletNewsletNewsletterterterterter
At the beginning of August,

Aiya attentions were turned
toward preparing for the Vibuthi
Saivite Immersion camp for kids.
After the camp concluded in mid-
August, Aiya was on the road
again and performed three
grihapraveshams (or
housewarming pujas) before
Ganapathi Chaturthi on the 27th.
Immediately after Chaturthi, Aiya
left to spend about two weeks in
Australia, where his schedule was
packed.

He performed a Gayatri
Mahayajna in Sydney, and held
two elaborate workshops on the
2nd and 3rd of September.  He
participated in bhajans at the
local Sai Center, as well as a call-
in radio show for Sydney Tamil
Radio.  Also in Sydney, Aiya spoke
at the Murugan temple.  In
Melbourne, he performed a Maha
Ganapathi homam in a public hall
and spoke at the local Shiva/
Vishnu temple.  Throughout the
trip, he performed eight private
pujas.

Aiya returned on Sept. 13, two
days before the dvajarohanam for
Navarathri.  After Navarathri
concluded on Oct. 3, he took a
private trip to California.
Throughout the end of October,
Aiya performed a Maha
Pratyangira homam complete
with a madday at the temple,
performed the last day’s puja of
KedaraGowri vratham, and did
the Skanda Shashti festival from
Oct. 22 to Oct. 27.

Past Month Events

Sharada Navarathri Sept 22-Oct.23

It was a particularly sweet
Navarathri at the temple, as

chocolate was free-flowing and
little girls uncannily appeared
during pujas every day.  These
were the characteristics of Bala
Navarathri, a festival focused
completely on Balatripurasundari
from the daily homams to the
Bala Navavarna pujas at night.

The main text was Nivasatu Hrdi
Bala by Sri Atmananda, which
was released as this year’s
Navarathri malar.  A children’s
malar was also released, called
Tales of Balatripurasundari.  The daily
homams varied, but included Bala
mula mantra homam, Bala
Sahasranamam homam (1008 of
Her names), Bala Khadgamala
homam and Bala Hrdayam
homam, among others.

What was different about this
festival is that there stood in the
middle of the yajnashala a large
wooden frame enclosing the main
clay kalasam (in which Bala was
invoked) as well as 36 small
kalasams representing the tatvas

(facets of nature).  Outside the
frame sat the digdevata kalasams.
Puja and naivedyam were offered
every morning to the tatvas and
digdevatas, totaling 46 kalasams
in all.

This was also the first
Navarathri that the digdevata
bali peetams outside were used.
These peetams were installed in
the summer and each stands with
its own baby tree.  As in previous
Navarathris, the Durga palanquin
went around the temple on
Sunday Sept. 24, Lakshmi went
around on Wednesday Sept. 27,
and Saraswati went out on the
last Saturday of the festival.
Chandi homam and the chariot
procession were on the last
Sunday, the water-cutting
ceremony was on the last
Monday, and Kulurthi took place
on Tuesday Oct. 3.

Aiya seated

in the

makeshift

yajna shala

with the 36

Tattva

kalasas.

note: ‘Our Thoughts’ will return
in the next issue of the Sri Chakra.
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ENJOY NAVARATHRI 2006 PICTURES!

Kedara Gowri Vratha (last day)
Oct. 21

by Kamya Ramaswamy

The end of Navarathri marks the
beginning of KedaraGowri, a
festival that marks Devi’s quest to
merge with Shiva.  This year,
about 90 people sponsored the
entire festival and/or just the last
day.  The evening’s program began
at 6:30 p.m. with the final puja to
Ardhanareeshwara and the
mercury Shivalingam.

The murthis were set in a tub in
the middle of the temple while
everyone performed milk

abhishekam during the chanting
of the pancha-sukta.  Aiya then
did panchambrutam abhishekam
and volunteers then rinsed the
main murthi.

The festival kalasam was then
taken around the temple and
poured over the murthi, after
which Ardhanari was dried and
dressed.  Finally, sodasa-upachara
puja was performed, and 21
women were given gifts of cloth,
fruits and kumkum among other
items.  After eating
mahaprasadam, Aiya and other
volunteers distributed the sharadu

(threads to worn around the
wrist) and other prasadam.

Twenty one types

of palaharams

were offered to

Ardhanareeshwara.

All palaharams, fruits and other

offerings were placed beautifully in

front of Ardhanareeshwara after

abhishekam and a grand

alankaram.

Skanda Shashti Oct. 22 - 27

by Abhi Somaskanda

Skanda Shashti marked the end
of a long leg of festivals at the
temple, beginning with
Navarathri. This festival
dedicated to Murugan began a
day after the 21st and last day of
Kedara Gowri Vratham.

This year Aiya and other
devotees performed abhishekam
to Murugan, Valli, and Devayani
daily and also chanted Murugan’s
Sahasranamavalli with pushpa
archana.

 The festival lasts six days, to
match Murugan’s six faces:
Sathyojatham, Vamadevam,
Aghoram, Tatpurusham,
Ishanyam, and the sixth being the
inward-turned Adho mukam,

relating to jnanam (knowledge).
Each of the faces were

worshipped with its respective
Sahasranamam by different
temple devotees each night.

The final day began at 6pm and
encompassed the final
Sahasranamam, along with
abhishekam, alankaram,
Murugan’s defeat of the Asura,
Murugan and Devayanai’s
wedding, and Murugan’s secret
marriage to Valli.

Following a few thevarams and
the final arathi, maha prasadam
was served.

Upcoming Events

O.S. Arun concert, Nov. 18

This renowned master of
carnatic music will be performing
at the temple on Sat. Nov. 18 at 4
p.m.  He is famous for his smooth
voice that can be powerful
without being overbearing, as
well as his ability to sing equally
well in Hindi and Tamil.  All are
welcome to attend.

Dravida Vedam V release
in Toronto, Dec. 2

Dravida Vedam album series is
appropriately on the
Shivapuranam.  Aiya and several
other bhajan performers will
come to Toronto for the release of
this CD to Canadian devotees.
They will perform at the same
venue that has hosted many other

by Kamya Ramaswamy

by Kamya Ramaswamy
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Kids Homam, Dec. 31

by Kamya Ramaswamy

CD releases, the Sai Baba temple
on Ellesmere Road in
Scarborough.  The evening will
begin at approximately 7 p.m. and
will last about three hours.
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The temple children are
continuing their annual tradition
of performing a full homam
during the Christmas holiday
break.  This year, they will be
doing the Sri Suktam homam
combined with the Raja Matangi
mantra between each stanza.  If
your kids want to participate and
would like to help sponsor the
homam, please call the temple.

In Three Months
The next issue of the
Sri Chakra Magazine

Devi willing, the next issue of the Sri Chakra Magazine will be up on
the temple’s website (www.srividya.org) at the beginning of February
2007.

As this issue focused on Bala Navarathri, the next will be about Her
divine consort, Lord Shiva, in honour of the annual 10-day
Thiruvempavai festival. The magazine is looking for Shiva devotees to
help out His issue by contributing stories, pictures, poems, experiences
or anything at all by Fri. Jan. 5, 2007.  Please e-mail us at
sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org with your submissions.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

by Kamya Ramaswamy

Thai Pongal, Jan 14

This year, Thai Pongal falls on a
Sunday.  Aiya will perform a
short puja to invoke Devi’s
blessings in providing Her
children ample grains, cloth and
money to use in the following
year.  This puja always takes
place in the morning and devotees
will afterwards receive the
mahaprasadam of sakkarai
pongal (sweet rice).

****The Sri Chakra would like to extend our deepest thanks to Aiya,
Kathy Allen, Gratuz, and especially Dr. Somaskanda for making this
issue a reality. Also thanks to the devotee whose experiences were
shared in Temple Lore. The magazine is very much in need of writers so
please contact us at sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org if you can contribute
anything at all. Also contact us at that address with any feedback,
questions, or suggestions.

VISIT WWW.SRIVIDYA.ORG FOR THE

REST OF THE FESTIVAL PICTURES!

Karthikai Deepam, Dec. 4

by Kamya Ramaswamy

This year, Karthikai Deepam
auspiciously falls on a Monday,
and will feature the lighting of
several deepams and tea candles
throughout the yajnashala and
the temple.  Amid the lights, Aiya
will perform a puja and/or
homam, which always takes place
in the evening, at 6 or 7 p.m.

Thiruvampavai, Dec.25-Jan. 3
by Kamya Ramaswamy

The pujas for this 10-day
Nataraja festival are always
completed every day before dawn
and involve the singing of pure
Tamil hymns in his worship.
Between each stanza, pancha-
upachara puja is performed to the
Nataraja and Sivakami murthis.
Daily puja will commence at 5
a.m. and will conclude at about 7
a.m.  The last day of the festival,
Ardhra Dharshanam, will see the
abhishekam of the murthis with
milk, as well as a full five-hour
puja commencing at 5 a.m.
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The stories of the devotees at

the  Sri  Rajarajeswari

Peetam create the very

essence of the temple’s soul.

 Aiya has verified all these

tales for their authenticity,

and he urges devotees to

share their experiences for

the benefit of future

generations.  All identities will

be kept in the strictest

confidentiality unless

otherwise informed.

This year, the Sri Chakra was
able to interview an upasaka who
had recently received diksha and
was on a trip to Rochester.  He
told the magazine about his
spiritual experiences and some of
the lessons he has learned from
Aiya and Devi.  This month, the
Sri Chakra features the first in
four parts of that interview.

SC:  Tell me about some of your
experiences, like anything that
has happened in the last two
weeks in the temple...

(In the last two weeks) I was
doing japam one time and Devi
came to me as a fly.  Aiya said I
had to meet my quota of japam
and at that time, she was
distracting me and I was getting
extraneous thoughts.  Aiya would
say observe them so I was letting
them go by and at that time, this
fly started to come at me and it
was almost as if it was caressing
me and not so much banging at
me (as flies normally do).  I was in
deep japam so I wasn’t doing
anything… but it came along and
landed on me and I got a shock of
something.

Other things are like… at times
when I’m in japam I can see—like
for example during the bhajans
last time—I could see Nataraja
dancing and Devi dancing in front
of me.

On his first experiences:

When I was a kid, I found this
one sheet of paper, which was the
Maha Mrutanjayaya Mantra.  I just
memorized it and I started saying
it whenever I was praying.  This
one time, was saying it in japam
and started focusing on it and I
internalized it.  And I started to
feel really deep fire burning at the
bottom (muladhara chakra).  Of
course I got a little bit freaked out
and decided not to say it after
that.

I’d been saying Lalita
Sahasranamam for a long time,
once a week with my parents…
after saying Sahasranamam ages
ago, I started seeing colour
associations with people.  Later
on, Aiya said they were auras of
people.  Then things started to
accelerate when Aiya came to my
home about six months ago.  He
told me I could say the Rudram,
and I started to meditate on it…
the first time I meditated on it, I
could see the formation of
Ardhanareeshwara in my mind
and Devi and Shiva coming
together.

My kundalini had gone up to my
heart at that time.  I started
having other experiences—
whenever I listened to the
Rudram I would feel the burning
of the Namakam and slightly less
burning of the Chamakam.  And
during Namakam I could see the
third eye of Shiva open and I
could feel the heat of it coming at
me.  With Chamakam, as soon as I
transitioned from Namakam to
Chamakam, I could see the third
eye of Shiva begin to close and the
regular eyes of Shiva (Chandra
and Surya) open up.

At times, Saraswati would come
and visit me and she would tell
me things in the like of… things
Aiya and I would discuss and the
principles of the way things were
going by logically.  So I would be
thinking of a problem while
saying Sahasranamam and
Saraswati would come at me and
tell me, “Okay, this is how it
actually works…” and then I
would tell Aiya and he would
(confirm it).

My progression… once my
kundalini reached my heart,
within two weeks it had moved
from my heart to my throat, from
my throat to my mouth, from my
mouth to my eyebrows.  And my
third eye just began to open
slightly.

There was one time when Aiya
was there and I could see… it was
an eerie sight… when it happened
everything was in a golden light
and I could see at each and every
single person, at their chest I
could see a Devi.  Afterwards,
Aiya banned me from saying
Rudram because he said
everything was going way too
fast for me so I stopped saying it
completely.

Aiya told me not to say Rudram
but he told me I could say
Sahasranamam and even that I
would have to say slowly.
Whenever I said it, my third eye
began to open more and more and
more and I began to have a 360
degree peripheral vision which
would extend out to about 10 feet
or so and I could see everything
that was going on around there.
Along with the fact that
everything would be bathed in
this golden light.

When I would walk around to
spray some water on my face
because it gets heated up, I could
see that the dark wasn’t really
dark.  It wasn’t so much seeing
things in the dark, but there was a
light that was present at all times.
Another thing I could see was the
Devi of the lamp, as I liked to call
her.  There would be a Lakshmi…
because you know how Aiya says
you take kumkum and you put it
on either side of the deepam and
then light it.

For me, during Sahasranamam,
(my kundalini) would move up
the layers and culminate with my
third eye slightly opening.  During
that time, I could see Lakshmi
standing, sitting, wearing
different saris… different versions
of Ashtalakshmi.  Sometimes I
would see her sitting on the lamp
with her legs dangling over the
edge. …to be continued next issue

TempleTemple
LoreLore
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Appudi Adigal
november 2006

Thirunavukkarasar was a great
Siva devotee whose greatness
spread through the Indian sub-
continent even in his own time.
As such, he, though always a
pinnacle of humility, had
numerous devotees, who
worshipped him as a form of
Shiva, himself.  One of the more
ardent devotees of
Thirunavukkarasar was Appudi.

Appudi had become a great
devotee of Thirunavukkarasar
long before even meeting him.  He
assumed Thirunavukkarasar as
his guru and began worshipping
Thirunavukkarasar.
Thirunavukkarasar was on his
mind always, and if someone
asked him anything, he would
invariably answer
“Thirunavukkarasar” – as a
result his children and all the
watersheds he put up for pilgrims
were named after
Thirunavukkarasar.

On the other hand, upon seeing
his children, the watersheds he
had erected or upon seeing
anything else named after his
guru, Appudi would invariable
remember that it was through the
grace of his guru that these things
have come to be, and big disciple
that he was, melt a little bit every
time and possibly, even spend
countless hours in tears just
because he walked by a
watershed.

One day Thirunavukkarasar
walked into Thingalur and was a

NaNaNaNaNayyyyyanmarsanmarsanmarsanmarsanmarsNaNaNaNaNayyyyyanmarsanmarsanmarsanmarsanmars
63636363636363636363

by Gratuz Devanesan

little surprised at seeing his name
everywhere; saint that he was he
decided not to sue.  Instead he
inquired whose idea it was and
was informed that Appudi, a local
Shiva bhakta, named them thus.
Thirunavukkarasar further
inquired where Appudi lived and
decided to pay him a visit.
Thirunavukkarasar was not quite
sure why anything would be
named after him, so he thought
maybe he will have a word with
Appudi.

Appudi, though a big
Thirunavukkarasar devotee, did
not recognize Thirunavukkarasar
when he came to beg for food.
However, seeing that it was a
Shiva bhakta, he immediately
made preparations to offer him
the best.  Thirunavukkarasar said
that he wanted to personally pay
his respects to Appudi, indicating
that he had heard stories about
him.  He also asked why Appudi
had not named the watersheds
after himself and instead named
them after some other Shiva
bhakta.

Appudi was a little offended at
his guru, Thirunavukkarasar,
being referred to as ‘some other
Shiva bhakta.’  Sad though he
was, he held back his tears, and
said, “Though a Shiva bhakta, you
don’t seem to know anything
about the great
Thirunavukkarasar Swamigal,
who through the grace of the Lord
withstood successfully all the

persecutions of the Pallava king
and re-established Saivism.  Have
you not heard how the king tied
him to a stone and threw him into
the sea, and how he floated back
to the shore?  Who are you?” –or
something to that effect.

Thirunavukkarasar, truly
moved, replied, “I am that humble
soul who fell victim to severe colic
and then took shelter under the
Lord’s Feet.  I am that humble soul
who, due to the grace of Lord
Shiva, got cured of that disease
and returned to Saivism.”

It is not sure if
Thirunavukkarasar called himself
a ‘humble soul’ because that’s not
exactly what a humble soul
would call himself, but the exact
wording may have been lost over
the centuries. More importantly
though, is, of course, the fact that
Thirunavukkarasar seemed to
focus more on how Shiva saved
him, rather than how he himself
performed miracles, thereby
showing his true humility and his
utter surrender to Shiva.

Appudi immediately realized
that it was in fact
Thirunavukkarasar in front of
him and not just some guy trying
to run a Thirunavukkarasar scam,
whatever that may be.  He fell at
Thirunavukkarasar’s feet, tears
flowing, his heart skipping
several beats, his tongue
speechless and his nose
breathless.
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Afterwards, Appudi and his
wife worshiped
Thirunavukkarasar’s holy feet
and asked him to kindly accept
the meager food that they could
provide him with.

Appudi’s son was sent to fetch a
clean and fresh banana leaf to
serve as a plate for Appar.  In the
backyard, Appudi’s son was bit
by a cobra.  Son of a Nayanmar,
he used his last ounce of will
power to return the banana leaf to
his mother, before dropping dead
in front of her.

Appudi did not want
Thirunavukkarasar to feel any
discomfort, so he invited him in
and continued serving him food,
making sure that the corpse
would not be noticed.  Appar
blessed Appudi and his wife with
bhasma and then asked to see the
son.  Appudi replied that his son
was not in a position to come.
Appar looked at him and asked
Appudi to tell the truth.  Appudi
explained the situation.

Appar asked Appudi to take the
corpse and lay it down in front of
the Shiva temple.  Appudi obliged,
and Appar sang a song.  This
revived the boy and woke him as
if from a deep slumber.  Everyone
was happy, except Appudi, who
felt shame and sadness to have
discomforted and disturbed
Appar with personal matters.
Such was the devotion of Appudi.
Thirunavukkarasar remained
with Appudi for some time and
Appudi received Shiva’s grace.

The story presents some
elements worth further
consideration: first, Appar raising
the dead; second, faith in a guru in
the absence of a guru.  Surely,
there are more elements as these
stories are filled with metaphoric
elements.

It seems a common element from
Jesus, to Shankara to Appar, that
the sign of an accomplished
devotee, is the ability to raise the
dead.  Not only do they raise the
dead, but they do it with
humility, simplicity and without
great fanfare.  However, in this
case, it may be construed that

Appar engineered the entire
event.  Appar, though humble, is
no fool.  He surely did not wander
into Thingalur entirely by
accident, and surely an evolved
soul such as Appar should notice
the recent death in the household.

Furthermore, aren’t there some
sort of restrictions about eating in
the home of one who has a
recently deceased person in the
family?  This can be better
understood by looking at the
second point–faith in a guru in the
absence of a guru.  Appudi had
accepted Thirunavukkarasar as a
guru, but it is in this episode that
we see that Thirunavukkarasar
had simultaneously accepted
Appudi as a disciple.

It might be even considered that
it was Thirunavukkarasar that
sneaked this idea into Appudi’s
mind.  Appar had not come out of
the blue, but sincere guru that he
was, he had come to Appudi to
visit his disciple.  Here we see
another important link: though
faith in one’s guru may be mental
or spiritual, there is some type of
grace that can only flow through
the physical body and it was
necessary that Appar saw his
disciple in person–at least once.

Now, to the question of
engineering an event: If Appudi’s
son had been stung by a cobra in
a backyard in New York, then
everyone would be suspicious–
however, a cobra may be
construed as a common enough
element in India.  Nonetheless, the
cobra is a symbol of Shiva, and
that should not be forgotten.
After all a scorpion, or some other
poisonous animal could have also
done the trick.  What would
Appar have accomplished by
doing all this?

Firstly, he would have given
Appudi, Appudi’s wife and
Appudi’s son an opportunity to
demonstrate the strength of their
faith.  It is not Appar who needs
this demonstration–but Appudi
himself.  He needs to feel it in him;
one can go around naming stuff
after one’s guru all day long, but
the real question is do you think
kindly and lovingly of your guru

when things go horribly wrong?
This question can only be
experienced, and Appar had come
to give this opportunity to his
disciple.

Appudi did one thing right,
which was to think of Appar in a
good light, though Appar’s
appearance coincided with his
son’s death.  He did, however,
make a slight mistake by
assuming that he could prevent
Appar from noticing and that
Appar may even be offended by
such bad news.  A close love to
one’s guru, where one can freely
and without hesitation spill one’s
heart out, can only come through
proximity and genuine love of
one’s guru.

For that, the disciple needs to be
in the presence of the guru.  This is
another reason Appar had
decided to pay a visit.  Appudi
had immense faith and devotion,
but he was lacking the personal
closeness to his guru, which can
never be obtained by naming
watersheds.  Lastly, Appar
revived the boy–granting to
Appar the personal experience
that a guru will never feel
inconvenienced when helping an
honest disciple.  Moreover,
Appudi received the personal
knowledge that not even death
can stand between a guru and his
disciple.

It can be seen that this small
story is a beautiful account of the
depths a guru will go to in order
to help a disciple, even if the guru
has never met the disciple.  All
that is required is that the
attempts at faith from the disciple
are genuine, and the guru will
appear and take the disciple
through the difficult passages that
transform faith into knowledge,
and belief into realization.
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Navarathri 2006

Nivasatu Hrdi Bala
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As is customary every
Navarathri, volunteers who come
for the full festival are often
assigned a duty for the duration
of the festival.  Each year Aiya
tries to give different assignments
to new people so that everyone
gets the chance to learn new
aspects of running the temple
during a festival.  This year I was
given the task of helping Mangai
bathe the outside front Ganapathi
each morning, which took about
two hours, usually from 6 a.m. to
8 a.m.  For those of you who have
never done this before, here are
some insights I learned.  First of
all, here is the morning’s check list
of things to gather:

· A bucket with a sponge,
shampoo and large copper
kalasam for bathing

· Two plastic bags for
collecting broken coconuts, old
bali offerings and various trash

· Two blue towels
· The masala dabba with

various puja items, including
chandanam, manjal, kumkum and
vibhuti

· A gallon of milk
· Puja patrams, fruits,

flowers and 2 manjal coconuts
· Kolam powder (rice flour)

Sequence of events:
1. Turn on water tap inside

temple to get some hot water
flowing at the outside hose

2. Wash Ganapathi’s lamp
3. Collect all broken coconuts,

old bali and any other trash
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4. Hose down coconut
breaking area and area
surrounding Ganapathi, washing
away any old kolams

5. Remove 3 windows around
Ganapathi’s mandapam

6. Remove all articles within
His mandapam

By this time it would be close to
sunrise and Mangai would be
arriving to undress Him.  Once He
is undressed, we follow this
bathing sequence:

1. Water bath
2. Milk bath
3. Water bath
4. Bubble bath with shampoo

and sponge
5. Water bath
6. Oil massage

7. Sambrani dhupam
fragrance bath

After His morning bathing
rituals we dress Him in full
regalia and then perform pancha
upachara puja.  If possible we
hang five or seven new mango
leaves overhead and draw a fresh
kolam.  Lastly we break one
coconut and leave the other one
for Aiya who comes to pay his
respects before commencing the
morning pujas.

A few hidden secrets revealed
about Ganapathi:

· Did you know that
Ganapathi has hair?  On His back

there is a small circle and locket of
hair.

· Ganapathi does not like to
be sprayed down by the hose and
prefers a gentler bucket bath
using a kalasam.

· Did you know that in the
center of Ganapathi’s kumkum
pottu that Mangai puts a small
dot of manjal?  Mangai has told
Ganapathi that if anyone looks at
this manjal spot on His trunk that
He has to bless this person!

· Ganapathi is friends with
all of the animals on the property
and they often come to watch Him
bathe in the morning, including
deer, frogs and snakes, all of
whom were spotted watching His
morning bath!

· If you pray to this
Ganapathi He will surely grant
your wishes.

· He keeps you very
grounded, even-minded, balanced
and healthy.

· He keeps His own hidden
stash of vibhuti and kumkum
prasadam packets to give to
visitors.

· Other hidden secrets you
will learn only when you go to
give Him a bath!

Next time you go the temple,
join Mangai out front early in the
morning for Ganapathi’s morning
bathing rituals and you will
discover a lot of new things!

Dvara Ganapathi all lathered up.

middle: All dressed in a new dhoti

and jewelry

below: Ganapathi gets a kolam in

front of his mandapam
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2006 has been a banner year for
the artistic endeavors of Sri
Rajarajeswari Peetham of Rush,
New York. The temple has hosted
a series of scintillating concerts by
a galaxy of brilliant classical
musicians from India. With the
tableau of outstanding Carnatic
musicians trooping down to

Rush, New York,  it has become
almost derigueur for any Carnatic
musician of any consequence to
seek the blessings of
Rajarajeswari before venturing
out on his or her musical tour of
the United States. Navarathri
Festival of 2006 at Rush Temple
featured a slew of Carnatic

luminaries of the highest caliber,
including Sudha Ragunathan and
Raghavan Manian.

September 30th was a red-letter
day for music lovers when the
temple hosted a superb concert by
the reigning virtuosa of Carnatic
vocal music—Padmashri,
Kalaimamani, Sudha Ragunathan.
Sudha is gifted with a platinum
voice born of a hauntingly
mellifluous timbre enhanced with
dulcet overtones. She is capable of
incredible feats of tonal
modulations fragrant with
aesthetic grace. Whether in the
tara sthayi (upper register) or
manthra sthayi (lower register)
her voice is phenomenal in its
reach, clarity and depth. She is
also noted for her uncannily
intuitive understanding of the
audience psyche and would
always tailor her concerts
accordingly with popular and
appealing compositions.

She began her concert with a
captivating rendition of
Dikshithar’s famous kriti on Lord
Vinayaka, “Maha Ganapathim,”
set in raga Nattai. Her
chittaswaras were crisp with the
characteristic jantaswaras, locked
in artful covenant with the violin,
morsing and mridangam.

I think her musical prowess was
at its acme in her rendition of
Saint Thyagaraja’s Pancharathna
kriti, “Entharo Mahanubhavo.”
Suffused with a lambent glow, the
kalpanaswaras imbricated a
lilting progression of dazzling
layers, weaving a magical
gossamer of swaraprasthara that
whisked us to ethereal regions
most music cannot reach. Her
flawless essay of this kriti with its
incredibly complex swara maze
was stunning in its execution.

Her rendition of the majestic
“Kamakshi” swrajati in Bhairavi,
a famous composition of Shyama

By Dr. A. Somaskanda

NAVARATHRI 2006

music reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic reviewmusic review

Sudha Ragunathan
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On September 30, the temple
played host to another superb
concert, this time by Raghavan
Manian. This was the second in a
series of concerts held under the
temple’s aegis during the
Navarathri festival of 2006.

Raghavan Manian is a rising
young star in the firmament of
Carnatic music. He is a virtuoso
performer, a senior student and
protégé of the  legendary maestro,
Dr. M Balamuralikrishna, and in
many respects, his alter ego. One
is struck by his remarkable
resemblance to his Guru not only
in the deep resonance of his
commanding voice, but also in his
superior voice culture that
powers his tonal legerdemain. His
effortless vocal dexterity is
evident in his tonal modulations
and undulations that traverse the
entire gamut of swaras, brigas,
and gamakas (notes, rapid fire
notes, and microtones). Yet he
remains totally aligned to the
sruti throughout his entire mind-
boggling vocal acrobatics, an
amazing feat worthy of his
illustrious Guru.

He started his concert with a
Tanavarnam in raga
Shanmugapriya, reminiscent of

his guru Dr. Balamuralikrishna’s
concert at the temple in June of
2006 (the maestro commenced his
concert with a Varnam in
Gambeera Nattai). Tanavarnam is
almost exclusively a technical
type of composition, intended to
evoke shades of raga through
appropriately coined phrases
(tana). His richly filigreed swara
sanchara was masterful and
bespoke of the depth of his
virtuosity.

His brilliant essay of Shyama
Shastri’s evocative masterpiece
“Nannubrova” in raga Lalitha
was nothing short of spell-
binding. This old
shadava-shadava janya raga has
been hailed in musical classics as
“Sangita Ratnakara.” Deeply
moved by the artiste’s exquisite
rendition, Aiya singled out this
kriti in his effusive and glowing
tribute to the artiste at the end of
the concert. What was even more
gratifying to the audience was his
invocation of Devi with a sloka
from the Kadgamala Strotra
before he began this composition.

His elaborate alapana was
reserved for raga Kalyani, a
highly fecund and popular mela
raga. He essayed Dikshithar’s
“Kamalamba Bhajare” in this
ornate raga with such finesse as
would be possible only after years
of arduous training.

After his delightful Tillana in
Hindolam (authored by his Guru),
he yielded to the repeated pleas of
the audience and reprised his
master’s famous sahitya
“Omkarakarini” much to the
jubilation of everyone present.

Following his concert, he joined
Aiya and the temple’s devotees in
bhajans, adding beautiful
alapanas to match the intensity
and splendor of the bhajan
session.

He was accompanied on the
violin by Gowri Ramakrishnan,
who delighted the audience with
her diligent recaptures of raga
alapanas and spry swara
ripostes. Vijayaganesh on the
mridangam was energetic in his
percussive vigor and gave an
excellent performance.

Sudha Ragunathan pausing to take

a picture with Aiya, Amma, and the

kitchen staff

Shastri, was soulful with
Karunya Rasa and Vinaya Bhava.
“Nagumomo” in Abheri and
“Enna Thavam Seythanai” in Kapi
were delectable treats to savor.
The catchy composition by Rajaji,
“Kurai Onrum Illai,” set in
Ragamalika, was received with
unbridled enthusiasm by the
audience—many of whom were
seen humming along with the
artist. A composition by Suhir,
“Annaye,” rendered in raga
Lalitha, was well-received by the
audience, who broke out into
cheers when Sudha publicly
recognized the the authorship of
this beautiful piece. Prefacing
with a moving sloka on Lord
Shiva, “Kirupasamudram
Trinethram,” she captivated the
audience with the ever-popular
and thrilling composition by
Maharajapuram Santhanam, “Bo

Sambo,” set in raga Revathi. Her
Hindi Bhajan on Bhagavan Sri
Sathya Sai Baba, “Mankiyake Bolo
Sai,” set the devotees’ hearts
aflutter with unsullied joy. Her
reprise of the evergreen melody
“Katrinile varumgeetham” by the
master of masters, M.S.
Subbulakshmi, was a surreal
nostalgic delight.

Sudha was accompanied on the
violin by the veteran violinist
Raghavendra Rao, who was
brilliant in his sensitive and
chiseled delivery. Kalaimamani
Raman on the morsing added
luster to this lively concert.
Veteran mridangist Neyveli
Skandasubramanian’s deft
percussion support was marked
with measured rhythms, canny

speed and adroitness. He capped
it with a breathtaking Thani
Avarthanam  brimming with
infinite mathematical variations.
This doyenne of carnatic music
swept us off our feet with her
virtuosity and grace. Our cups
runneth over.

Raghavan

Manian
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Explainations of the

stories and worship of

Sri Balatripurasundari

AboutAboutAboutAboutAboutAboutAboutAboutAboutAbout
balabalabalabalabalabalabalabalabalabala

There are few devatas in the
Hindu pantheon whose names are
more self-explanatory than that of
Balatripurasundari—literally
translated, She is the “child
Tripurasundari.”  But there is also
a limited amount of detail about
this powerful goddess, who is one
of few devis that can be described
as both innocent and arresting.

Devi worshipers will notice Bala
mentioned but once in the Lalita
Sahasranamam.  Oddly enough, She
is neither mentioned again in that
text, nor is She mentioned in more
than one instance in the
Lalitopakhyana.  In the
Sahasranamam, She appears only
in reference to Her Mother, Lalita,
at the 74th name:

Bhanda putra vadhodyukta, Bala
vikrama nandita

The meaning is that Devi is the
one who is overjoyed to see Her
daughter Bala intent on slaying
the sons of the demon
Bhandasura.  Out of 1008 names, a
mere passing mention of one
name would ordinarily give a
forgettable impression, at best.
But despite the limited
information on Her, Bala remains
a central pillar in the overall
house of Shakti worship.

Sri Atmananda Natha (or
Ramesh as the temple family
knows him) wrote the primary
text for this year’s Navarathri
celebrations, titled Nivasatu Hrdi
Bala, in which he notes Bala’s
slight mentions in major texts.
But Atmananda also notes that
Her status is duly observed in the
Tamil saying that no drink is
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better than milk in the same way
that no deity is superior to Bala.

Creation and Development
As written in Nivasatu, the

events surrounding Bala’s
creation are not indicated in the
Lalitopakhyana, but Her purpose is
to fight the sons of Bhanda when
Lalita Devi is captured in the war
against the demons.  Here, Bala is
given a prominent role despite
Her size and age, because Her
adventures during combat are the
main focus in a war that involves
millions of demons and shaktis.

Lalita’s commanders, Mantrini
and Dandini (also known as Rajya
Shyamala and Varahi,
respectively) are also left
dumbstruck at Bala’s skill and
speed—despite their own military
prowess, they play the part of
supporting characters.

In the war, Bala steps forward to
fight the Bhandaputra, the sons of
Bhandasura, who has already
been quelled by Devi.  The
Bhandaputra were 30 in all and
are fueled by the desire to avenge
their father’s loss.  Here, Bala is
depicted as the child version of
Lalita instead of the child of Lalita;
however, She is nevertheless
curiously referred to as Devi’s
daughter.

Lalita, like any mother,
discourages Bala from entering
the war but Bala, like any child,
conquers the problem in a quick
and fun way.  When the
Bhandaputra see the little girl
approaching them they laugh
with a raucous, “Ha, ha, ha, ha,
ha!”  Bala responds in kind, “Ha,
ha, ha, ha, ha!”  But Her laughter
is loaded with the bijaksharam,
“ha” (as in “ha sa ka ha la hreem,”
the middle line of the Panchdasi
mantra).  Her laughter thus hits
the Bhandaputra like bullets,
instantly striking them dead.

An Alternative Battle Story
The version written in the

Tripura Rahasya says Bala faced
Bhandasura on the battlefield
Herself, which puts Her in the
primary role by removing Lalita

Devi from the story.  Here,
Bhandasura lives the pitiable life
of a demon because of past karma
and a curse.  His only period of
bliss would come when facing
Bala in war.  So Bhanda was
overjoyed at seeing Bala wreak a
path through the battlefield
toward him, because he would
achieve moksha at Devi’s feet
upon losing his life to Her.

He wanted to do puja to Bala,
but could not forfeit his role as a
worthy opponent.  He shot two
varunastras at Her feet to wash
them and then an arrow with the
mantra of flowers to rain petals

upon Her head.  In accordance
with the game, Bala shot an
arrow that took the form of a
hand with five flowers as it sped
through the air and touched his
head.

Bhanda’s destruction was the
end goal of this battle, but unlike
other battle sequences in tales
throughout the Mahabharata or
Devi Mahatmyam, for example,
this one was devoid of a fierce or
even angry tone.  Bhanda and
Bala’s complimenting each other
while exchanging arrows
connoted the importance of
sportsmanship over victory.

Moreover, the fact that Bhanda
was going to attain mukti upon
death connoted that everyone
was a winner in this battle,
because the war was really just a
heightened version of a game.  The
aspects of good and evil were still
present as in any playground

game, but the trends of emphasis
in Bala’s tales seem to be on
playing rather than fighting,
compassion rather than fury, and
co-existence rather than
destruction.

Bala Puja

The most striking and obvious
detail about Bala Navavarna (or
Sri Chakra) puja is that the
worship begins at the Bindu and
then spreads outwards toward
the edges of the yantra.  This
phenomenon differs from Lalita
Sri Chakra puja in that worship is
offered at the outsides first as the
pujari works his or her way
toward the Bindu.

Turyamba (or Kathy, as she is
better known at the temple) said
Bala’s way of working from the
inside out is called srishti kramam
(or “creation method”), and that
Bala’s puja mimics the process of a
baby being created from just a
few cells that have expanded
outward.  Conversely, Devi’s
process emulates the goal we
develop as we grow older to
merge with Her and finally
become One.

Also, Aiya has said that Bala’s
Sri Chakra puja not only depicts
the spread of cells in the physical
creation process, but also
represents the very thing She
stands for—the spread of
knowledge.

The one stronghold for worship
and information on Bala is Nemili,
a small but powerful town about
44 km. from Chennai or 24 km.
from Kanchipuram.  It is the town
that Bala chose to live in about
150 years ago and all Devi
devotees are encouraged to visit
Her in Her three-inch form there.
Devotees are asked to call the
peetam ahead of their visit.

22 Cattiram Street, Nemili – 631
051

Vellore District
Phone: (international) 91-04177-

247216
www.sribalapeetam.org
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